
 

 

 

The school campus was vibrant with the presence of the young 

beautifully dressed women and handsome gentlemen. These were 

none other than the Class X Silver Jubilee batch of students.   

The day started with pleasantries over lunch, where the students, 

parents and staff enjoyed the lavish spread. Students enjoyed greeting 

each other and going down the memory lane with teachers. Incidents 

were revisited and laughed over.  

It was time for the program in the Auditorium. It started with a 

welcome address, lighting of the lamp by Mam, Principal and student 

council. The afternoon started with the school choir group sharing 

their first video when they formed the school choir 7 years ago. The 

treated the audience to the same song and many more melodious 

songs. It was an emotional bonding for all present.  

Mr Prasad shared the origin and journey of their NGO Akshaya Vidya 

and the role played by the chief patron Ms Arundathi. He thanked 

Mam and the school for the financial, academic and emotional 

support given to the students of Akshaya Vidya. As a true leader who 

always practices before preaching, this information is sure to motivate 

and inspire all the students to give, share and have gratitude. Students 

from Akshaya Vidya performed dances which were thoroughly 

enjoyed by all. 
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The school student council presented a memento, a poem written and 

signed by all the students. The student council on behalf of all the 

students, shared the values they learnt from school and promised to 

remember and follow them in life.  

It was time for ramp walk. Students wore sashes with their personality 

trait and enjoyed the ramp walk. It was a wonderful day where 

students enjoyed each other’s presence, promised to stay in touch 

and captured the memories with a galore of photographs.  

 

The entire Sanghamitra family wishes all the 25th Class X batch the very 

best in life. Explore, create and enjoy your life. The doors of 

Sanghamitra are always open for you. 

Good Luck !!!! 

  

 

 

 









 





 


